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In this paper, we investigate the structural properties of the set of
fixpoints for the class of nondeterministic recursive definitions. Our
study reveals close resemblance between the structural properties of
the set of fixpoints and those of the set of prefixpoints, and it estab-
lishes some equality relationships between various fixpoints and their
corresponding prefixpoints. Also observed are some nonequality rela-
tionships between various fixpoints and their corresponding
postfixpoints. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [2], we have studied the existence and properties of
the various types of fixpoints for the class of continuous
nondeterministic recursive definitions. Part of this paper is
an extension and generalization of our previous results.
First, the recursive definitions studied in this paper are more
general. Second, we find that all the previously observed
characteristics for continuous recursive definitions are in
fact valid for the monotonic recursive definitions.
In this paper, we further explore the structural properties
of the set of fixpoints. We find that for monotonic non-
deterministic recursive definitions, there is a very close
resemblance between the structural properties of the set of
fixpoints and those of the set of prefixpoints. For example,
the optimal fixpoint and the optimal prefixpoint are identi-
cal; the set of maximal fixpoints and the set of maximal
prefixpoints are equal; the existence of either the greatest
fixpoint or the greatest prefixpoint implies the existence of
the other and their identity; the set of fixpoints is C=-related
if and only if the set of prefixpoints is C=-related; the set
of C=-related fixpoints is included in the set of C=-related
prefixpoints. However, apart from the identity between the
least fixpoint and the least postfixpoint, we have only
observed some nonequality relationships between various
fixpoints and their corresponding postfixpoints.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the basic notions and notations
that will be used in the following sections. This paper is
closely related to [2] to which readers are referred for
definitions, results, and examples. The notations used in
both papers are also similar.
Let D denote any nonempty set such that | # D, where |
stands for undefined. F(D, n) is used to denote the set of all
multivalued functions from Dn into 2D"<. It should be
noted that the multivalued functions in [2] are mappings
from Dn into nonempty and bounded subsets of D. A subset
S of D is said to be bounded if S is finite or contains |.
However, the multivalued functions studied in this paper
are not necessarily bounded. Thus, multivalued functions
in [2] are special cases of ours. Nevertheless, all charac-
teristics of the continuous recursive definitions in our
previous model still hold for the monotonic recursive defini-
tions in our current model. Furthermore, most of the proofs
are essentially the same. In this paper, proofs will be given
only when they are different from their counterparts in [2].
For any f # F(D, n) and d # Dn, we use [ f (d )] to denote
the set of all possible values of f (d ), and f (d ) as an element
of [ f (d )]. The always undefined function 0 of F(D, n) is
defined as [0(d )]=[|] for every d # Dn.
In this paper, for any set A, glb A and lub A are used to
denote its greatest lower bound and least upper bound,
respectively.
Now, we are going to present the less defined or equal
ordering and the Egli ordering that are indispensable in the
fixpoint theory of recursive definitions.
Definitions (Less defined or equal ordering). 1. C= on
D is defined as |C=a and aC=a for every a # D.
2. C= on D
n is defined as (a1 , ..., an)C=(b1 , ..., bn) if and
only if ai C=bi for every i, 1in.
Definition (Egli ordering). C= on (2
D"<) is defined as
for any S1 , S2 # (2D"<), S1 C=S2 if either | # S1 and
S1/(S2 _ [|]), or |  S1 and S1=S2 .
Another equivalent form of Egli ordering which will be
used in this paper, whenever appropriate, is
S1 C=S2 if and only if \a # S1 _b # S2[aC=b] and
\b # S2 _a # S1[aC=b].
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Although the same symbol C= is used for both the less
defined or equal ordering and the Egli ordering, no confu-
sion should arise as the context will clearly indicate which
ordering is meant. Now, we are going to introduce the
notion of C=-relatedness.
Definitions. 1. A and B # (2D"<) are C=-related, if
\a # A_b # B[aC=b 6 bC=a] and \b # B_a # A[bC=a 6
aC=b].
2. f and g # F(D, n) are C=-related, if [ f (d )] and [g(d )]
are C=-related for every d # D
n.
3. S/F(D, n) is C=-related, if f and g are C=-related for
any f, g # S.
Intuitively speaking, when two sets are C=-related, they
may be viewed as being approximately the same or con-
taining some common interesting or useful information. As
shown in [3], the notion of C=-related is an extension of the
notion of consistency introduced by Manna and Shamir
[5] in their study of optimal fixpoint semantics for the class
of deterministic recursive definitions. They defined that two
single-valued functions from Dn into D, f and g, are said to
be consistent, if f (d ){| and g(d ){| imply f (d )=g(d )
every d # Dn.
Definitions. 1. For any f, g # F(D, n), fC= g if
[ f (a )]C=[g, (a )] for every a # D
n.
2. For any recursive definition F(x ) o {[F](x ), { is said
to be monotonic over F(D, n), if for any f, g # F(D, n) such
that fC=g, then {[ f ]C={[ g].
Definition. For any recursive definition F(x ) o
{[F](x ), f # F(D, n) is said to be a prefixpoint, fixpoint, or
postfixpoint, if f C={[ f ], f ={[ f ], or {[ f ]C= f, respec-
tively.
In this paper, for any recursive definition {, PRE({),
FIX({), and POST({) are used to denote the sets of all its
prefixpoints, fixpoints, and postfixpoints, respectively.
Lemma 2.1. 1. (F(D, n), C=) is a partially ordered set.
2. (F(D, n), C=) is chain-closed.
3. (F(D, n), C=) is a complete lower semilattice.
4. For any f and g # F(D, n), if [ f (d )]C=[g(d )]
or [g(d )]C=[ f (d )] for every d # D
n, then f and g are C=-
related.
5. For any monotonic recursive definition {, if
S/PRE({) is C=-related, then lub S # PRE({).
6. For any f, g, h # F(D, n), if gC= f and hC= f, then g and
h are C=-related.
As will be seen later in the proofs, Lemma 2.1(5) plays a
very crucial role in proving the close similarities between the
structural properties of FIX({) and PRE({). Lemma 2.1(5)
means that for any monotonic {, the lub operation over
C=-related sets is closed in PRE({). However, the lub
operation over C=-related sets is not closed in POST({) as
shown in the following example.
Example 2.1. Consider the following recursive defini-
tion over D, where D=[|, a, b, c].
F(x) o {[F](x) : IF x=a THEN (0(x)
OR h(F(x), F(x))) ELSE 0(x).
Let 1 denote the set [T, F, |], where T and F represent
true and false, respectively.
The interpretation of IFTHENELSE from 1_D_D
into D is
s if p is T
IF p THEN s ELSE t is {t if p is F| if p is |.
The interpretation of = from D_D into 1 is
T if x and y are not |; x is y
x= y is {F if x and y are not |; x is not y| if x or y is |.
The interpretation of OR from D_D into 2D"< is
x OR y is [x, y].
The interpretation of h from D_D into 2D"< is
[h(x, y)]={[x, y] _ [c][x, y]
if [x, y]=[a, b],
otherwise.
We wish to point out that { is monotonic. Suppose fC=g.
When x is not a, it is obvious that [{[ f ](x)]C=[{[ g](x)].
By definition, we have [{[ f ](a)]=d, e # [ f (a)] [h(d, e)]
_ [|] and [{[ g](a)]=d, e # [g(a)] [h(d, e)] _ [|]; that
is,
[{[ f ](a)]={[ f (a)] _ [c] _ [|][ f (a)] _ [|]
if [a, b]/[ f (a)]
otherwise;
[{[g](a)]={[g(a)] _ [c] _ [|][g(a)] _ [|]
if [a, b]/[g(a)]
otherwise.
Since fC=g, [a, b]/[ f (a)] implies [a, b]/[g(a)].
Thus, it follows immediately from the definition that
[{[ f ](a)]C=[{[ g](a)]. Therefore, { is monotonic.
Let j and k be defined as follows: for every x # D, we have
[ j(x)]=[|, a]
[k(x)]=[|, b].
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Obviously, j and k are C=-related and also postfixpoints
of {. Furthermore, it is straightforward to show that
[lub[ j, k](x)]=[|, a, b], for every x # D. However,
lub[ j, k] is not a postfixpoint of { because [lub[ j, k](a)]=
[|, a, b] / [|, a, b, c] = [{[lub[ j, k]](a)], that is,
[lub[ f, g](a)]C=[{[lub[ f, g]](a)] and [lub[ j, k](a)]{
[{[lub[ j, k]](a)].
3. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF THE SET
OF FIXPOINTS
In this section, we are going to investigate the structural
properties of the set of fixpoints. We are particularly inter-
ested in the relationships between various fixpoints and
their corresponding prefixpoints and postfixpoints.
3.1. Least and Minimal Fixpoints
By definition, it is obvious that every recursive definition
has the always undefined function, 0, as its least prefixpoint.
However, a recursive definition may not have any fixpoint
or postfixpoint. In [2], continuity was shown to guarantee
the existence of both least fixpoint and least postfixpoint. In
this section, we are going to strengthen this result by
showing that monotonicity is a sufficient condition for the
existence of both the least fixpoint and the least postfixpoint
of our model of nondeterministic recursive definitions which
is in fact more general than the model in [2]. Furthermore,
if a recursive definition is monotonic, its least fixpoint and
least postfixpoint are identical. Before we present our
results, let us recall a result of Abian and Brown [1] which
has been pointed out by Lassez et al. [4] in their survey as
the most general one among the various theorems on which
the fixpoint theory of recursion is based.
Abian and Brown Theorem. Let (P, ) be a partially
ordered set and f a monotonic function over P. If the least
upper bound of every nontempty well-ordered subset S of P
exists and there exists an element a # P such that a f (a),
then there exists at least one b # P such that b= f (b).
Using the Abian and Brown theorem, we can prove that
monotonicity is a sufficient condition for the existence of the
least fixpoint.
Theorem 3.1. Monotonic recursive definitions have a
least fixpoint.
Proof. Let { be a monotonic recursive definition over
F(D, n). It is obvious that 0C={[0] as 0 is the least
element of F(D, n). By Lemma 2.1(1), (F(D, n), C=) is a
partially ordered set. Let S be any nonempty well-ordered
subset of F(D, n). Since S is well-ordered, S is totally
ordered. By Lemma 2.1(2), S has a least upper bound.
Therefore, it follows from the Abian and Brown theorem
that there exists g # F(D, n) such that g={[ g]. Therefore,
FIX({) is nonempty. It follows from Lemma 2.1(3) that glb
FIX({) exists.
Since g={[ g], g # POST({). Therefore, POST({) is
nonempty and glb POST({) exists after Lemma 2.1(3).
Now we are going to show that glbPOST({) is actually
the least fixpoint of {. For any f # POST({), we
have glb POST({)C= f. Since { is monotonic, we have
{[glb POST({)]C={[ f ]. By definition, {[ f ]C=f. There-
fore, we have {[glb POST({)]C=f, that is, {[glb POST({)]
is a lower bound of POST({). Thus, by definition,
{[glb POST({)]C=glb POST({). By monotonicity of {, we
have {[{[glb POST({)]]C={[glb POST({)]. It follows
immediately from the definition of POST({) that
{[glb POST({)] # POST({). Then, we have glb POST({)C=
{[glb POST({)]. Therefore, glb POST({)={[glb POST({)];
that is, glb POST({) is a fixpoint. However, we have
glb POST({)C=glb FIX({), because FIX ({)/POST({).
Since glb POST({) is a fixpoint it follows that glb POST({)
is the least fixpoint {. K
For all properties implied by continuity in [2], a close
inspection of their proofs reveals that monotonicity,
together with existence of least fixpoints, also suffices to
prove such properties. Theorem 3.1 has actually relaxed
such co-conditions. Therefore, this is the key to why
monotonic recursive definitions over our F(D, n) have
all these properties. For brevity, these properties for
monotonic recursive definitions will be stated without
proofs in this paper, unless their proofs are very different
from their counterparts.
Proposition 3.1. 1. Monotonic recursive definitions
have a least postfixpoint.
2. If a recursive definition is monotonic, then its least
fixpoint and least postfixpoint are identical.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1,
monotonicity of { implies nonemptiness of FIX({) and
POST({), as well as the unique existence of the minimal
fixpoint and the minimal postfixpoint. We will use f{ to
denote the least fixpoint of { throughout this paper unless
otherwise specified.
3.2. Greatest and Maximal Fixpoints
Intuitively speaking, the more defined the solution, the
more informative it is. Therefore, the greatest fixpoints,
greatest prefixpoints, and greatest postfixpoints are the
most informative elements of FIX({), PRE({), and
POST({), respectively. However, monotonicity is insuf-
ficient to guarantee their existence. For example, consider
the following identity recursive definition {:
F(x ) o {[F](x ) : F(x ).
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Obviously, { is monotonic and every f # F(D, n) is a fixpoint
of {. Furthermore, FIX({)=PRE({)=POST({). Let
D=[|, a, b]. It is straightforward to show that { does not
have the greatest fixpoint, greatest prefixpoint, and greatest
postfixpoint.
Proposition 3.2. For any monotonic recursive defini-
tion {,
1. its greatest fixpoint exists if and only if FIX({)
is C=-related;
2. its greatest prefixpoint exists if and only if PRE({)
is C=-related;
3. the existence of either its greatest fixpoint or its
greatest prefixpoint implies the existence of the other and
their identity;
4. FIX({) is C=-related if and only if PRE({) is C=-
related.
We will write MAXFIX({) and MAXPRE({) to denote
the sets of maximal fixpoints and maximal prefixpoints of
the recursive definition {, respectively.
Lemma 3.1. Let { be a monotonic recursive definition.
1. For any f # PRE({), the set [g # FIX({) : fC=g] has a
least element.
2. For every f # PRE({), there exists g # MAXFIX({)
such that fC=g.
Proposition 3.3. For any monotonic recursive defini-
tion {,
1. it has maximal fixpoints;
2. if its maximal fixpoint exists uniquely, then it is also its
greatest fixpoint;
3. if f and g # MAXFIX({) and f {g, then f and g are
not C=-related.
An important property for monotonic recursive defini-
tion is the equality between their sets of maximal fixpoints
and maximal prefixpoints.
Theorem 3.2. For any monotonic recursive definition {,
MAXFIX({)=MAXPRE({).
Proof. 1. To prove that MAXFIX({)/MAXPRE({).
For any f # MAXFIX({), f # PRE({) since FIX({)/
PRE({). Suppose f is not a maximal prefixpoint. Then,
there exists g # PRE({) such that fC=g and f {g. By
Lemma 3.1(1), [h # FIX({) : gC=h] has a least element, say
k. Therefore, we have fC=gC=k. Since f {g, f {k. This con-
tradicts to the maximality of f as k is a fixpoint. Thus, f is a
maximal prefixpoint. Therefore, we have MAXFIX({)/
MAXPRE({).
2. To prove that MAXPRE({)/MAXFIX({). For any
g # MAXPRE({), it follows from Lemma 3.1(2) that there
exists f # MAXFIX({) such that gC= f. Since f is a fixpoint,
f # PRE({). Therefore, by maximality of g, g= f. Therefore,
we have MAXPRE({)/MAXFIX({).
Thus, MAXFIX({)=MAXPRE({). K
In other words, maximality of a prefixpoint makes it a
fixpoint. However, a maximal postfixpoint need not be a
maximal fixpoint, and vice versa, as shown in the following
example.
Example 3.1. Consider the following recursive defini-
tion over D, where D=[|, a, b],
F(x) o {[F](x) : 0(x) OR F(x).
It is straightforward to show that { is monotonic. Let f, g, h,





It is also straightforward to show that
1. f, g, and h are not fixpoints of {;
2. f, g, and h are maximal postfixpoints of {;
3. k is a maximal fixpoint of {;
4. k is not a maximal postfixpoint of { as kC=h.
It is immediate from Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3
that maximal prefixpoints have the following properties
analogous to Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.4. For any monotonic recursive definition
{,
1. it has maximal prefixpoints;
2. if its maximal prefixpoint exists uniquely, then it is also
its greatest prefixpoint;
3. if f and g # MAXPRE({) and f {g, then f and g are
not C=-related.
3.3. C=-related, Optimal, and Well-Defined Fixpoints
In Section 2, we have presented the notion of C=-related-
ness. Now, we are going to study the properties of C=-related
fixpoints.
Definition. Let { be any recursive definition. For any
f # FIX({) (PRE({) or POST({)), f is said to be a C=-related
fixpoint (prefixpoint or postfixpoint), if f and g are C=-related
for every g # FIX({) (PRE({) or POST({))).
For any recursive definition {, we write REFIX({),
REPRE({), and REPOST({) to denote its sets of C=-related
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fixpoints, C=-related prefixpoints, and C=-related post-
fixpoints, respectively. Obviously, REFIX({), REPRE({),
and REPOST({) are all C=-related. Since 0 # PRE({), it is
obvious from the definition that 0 # REPRE({). Thus,
REPRE({) is always nonempty. It follows immediately
from Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.1, and Lemma 2.1(4) that
monotonicity of { suffices to guarantee the nonemptiness of
REFIX({) and REPOST({). In fact, f{ is their least element.
Proposition 3.5. For any monotonic recursive defini-
tion {,
1. REFIX({) has a least and a greatest element;
2. REFIX({)=[ f # FIX({) : fC=g for every g # MAX-
FIX({)].
In fact, REPRE({) has the same characteristics as
REFIX({). The proofs are omitted because they are very
similar to those of Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 3.6. For any monotonic recursive defini-
tion {,
1. REPRE({) has a least and a greatest element;
2. REPRE({)=[ f # PRE({) : fC=g for every g # MAX-
PRE({)].
It is obvious from the definition that if f # REPRE({)
such that f # FIX({), then f # REFIX({). However, a C=-
related fixpoint need not be a C=-related prefixpoint,
because it may not be C=-related with some prefixpoints
that are not fixpoints. Nevertheless, f # REFIX({) does
imply f # REPRE({) when { is monotonic.
Proposition 3.7. If a recursive definition { is monotonic,
then REFIX({)/REPRE({).
Proof. For any f # REFIX({), by Proposition 3.5(2)
fC=g for every g # MAXFIX({). It follows immediately from
Theorem 3.2 that fC=g for every g # MAXPRE({). Since
f # PRE({), f # REPRE({) by Proposition 3.6(2). Therefore,
we have REFIX({)/REPRE({). K
Note that 0 # REPRE({) but 0 need not be a member of
FIX({) even if { is monotonic. Furthermore, as shown in the
following example, neither REFIX({)/REPOST({) nor
REPOST({)/REFIX({) holds.
Example 3.2. 1. Referring to Example 3.1. Let j be
defined so that [ j(x)]=[|, a] for every x # D. Obviously,
j # REFIX({). Since [|, a] and [b] are not C=-related,
j  REPOST({) as g # POST({). Thus, we have shown that
REFIX({)/3 REPOST({).
2. Consider the recursive definition over D, where
D=[|, a],
F(x) o {[F](x) : g(x),
where [g(x)]=[|, a] for every x # D. It is straightforward
to show that { is monotonic. Let f be defined so that
[ f (x)]=[a] for every x # D. Obviously, f # REPOST({).
But f  FIX({). Thus, we have shown that REPOST({)/3
REFIX({).
Manna and Shamir [5] defined the optimal fixpoint as
the greatest element of the set of consistent fixpoints. This
optimal fixpoint also turns out to be the greatest element of
the set of fixpoints which are lower bounds of all maximal
fixpoints. Since the notion of C=-relatedness was shown in
[3] to be an extension of the notion of consistency for the
multivalued functions, the optimal fixpoint (prefixpoint or
postfixpoint) for a nondeterministic recursive definition can
then be defined as the greatest element of REFIX({)
(REPRE({) or REPOST({)).
The following result is an immediate consequence from
the above definition and Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 3.8. For any monotonic recursive definition
{,
1. its optimal fixpoint exists uniquely;
2. its optimal fixpoint is equal to the greatest element of
[ f # FIX({) : fC=g for every g # MAXFIX({)].
It is immediate from the definition and Proposition 3.6
that the optimal prefixpoint has the following properties
analogous to Proposition 3.8.
Proposition 3.9. For any monotonic recursive defini-
tion {,
1. its optimal prefixpoint exists uniquely;
2. its optimal prefixpoint is equal to the greatest element
of [ f # PRE({) : fC=g for every g # MAXPRE({)].
Apart from the above similarities in properties between
the optimal fixpoint and the optimal prefixpoint, an impor-
tant result is their equality.
Theorem 3.3. For any monotonic recursive definition {,
its optimal fixpoint and its optimal prefixpoint are identical.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(5), lub REPRE({) # PRE({).
It follows from Lemma 3.1(1) that S=[ f # FIX({) :
lub REPRE({)C= f ] has a least element, say fs .
We now show that fs is the greatest element of REPRE({).
For any p # PRE({), define P=[ p] _ REPRE({). By
definition, P/PRE({) is also C=-related. Therefore, it
follows from Lemma 2.1(5) that lub P # PRE({). By Lemma
3.1(1), there exists g # FIX({) such that lub PC=g. Thus
lub REPRE({)C=g and pC=g. It implies that fs C=g. It
follows from Lemma 2.1(6) that fs and p are C=-related.
Since this holds for any p # PRE({) and fs # PRE({) as
fs # FIX({)/PRE({), it follows that fs is a C=-related
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prefixpoint. Since lub REPRE({)C= fs , fs is the greatest ele-
ment of REPRE({). By definition, fs is the optimal
prefixpoint.
Since FIX({)/PRE({), fs # REFIX({). Therefore, it
follows from Proposition 3.7 that fs is the greatest element
of REFIX({), that is, the optimal fixpoint. K
However, the optimal fixpoint and the optimal
postfixpoint need not be equal.
Example 3.3. Consider the recursive definition over D,
where D=[|, a],
F(x) o {[F](x) : 0(x) OR F(x).
It is straightforward to show that { is monotonic. Let f and
g be defined as follows: for every x # D, we have
[ f (x)]=[|, a]
[g(x)]=[a].
It is obvious that f is the optimal fixpoint and g is the
optimal postfixpoint. Note that f and g are also the greatest
fixpoint and greatest postfixpoint respectively.
Consider S=[a], T=[|, a], and U=[|, a, b].
Obviously, only T is C=-related to each of the other sets.
Following the same intuition as that for the optimal
fixpoint, T should be the optimal set and, hence, the most
informative one among these three sets. However, following
the intuition of the Egli ordering, T is less informative than
S since TC=S. Also, S is the greatest set whose elements are
not only all defined but also belong to all sets. Hence, it is
intuitively more appealing to claim that it is S, rather than
T, which is most informative. It should be noted that this
reasoning also forms the basis of the notion of consistency
proposed by Manna and Shamir. Motivated by these
criteria, the well-defined fixpoint was defined as the least
element of [ f # FIX: lub SC= f ], where S=[ f # FIX({) :
( f (x )]"[|])/[g(x )] for every x # Dn and g # FIX({)]. It
should be noted that when f{ exists, S=[ f # FIX({) : either
[ f (x )] _ [|]=[ f{(x )] or [ f (x )]=[ f{(x )] for every
x # D n].
Proposition 3.10. If a recursive definition is monotonic,
then its well-defined fixpoint exists uniquely.
As pointed out in [2], the notion of a well-defined
fixpoint is exactly the least fixpoint for deterministic recur-
sive definitions. In [5], the optimal fixpoint was shown to
be always better than the least fixpoint; while in [2], the
well-defined fixpoint was shown to be better than the
optimal fixpoint for some nondeterministic recursive defini-
tions. Now, we wish to provide an example to show that the
optimal fixpoint is better than the well-defined fixpoint for
some nondeterministic recursive definitions.
Example 3.4. Consider the following recursive defini-
tion over D, where D=[|] _ [..., &2, &1, 0, 1, 2, ...]
F(x) o {[F](x) : 0(x) OR p(F(x)) OR s(F(x)),
where p and s are such defined that for every x # D,
[ p(x)] = [x, x & 1, x & 2, ...] and [s(x)] = [x, x + 1,
x+2, ...] (with the standard interpretations of & and +
having |&1=| and |+1=|).
It is straightforward to show that { is monotonic.
Obviously, 0 is both the least fixpoint and the well-defined
fixpoint. Let f be defined as follows: for every x # D, we have
[ f (x)]=D.
For any h # FIX({), obviously | # [h(x)]. It is clear from
the definition of C=-relatedness that FIX({) is C=-related.
Thus, its optimal fixpoint and its greatest fixpoint coincide,
which is actually f. From the intuition of the definition of {,
obviously f is more informative and appealing than 0.
With this example and that in [2], we conjecture that for
monotonic nondeterministic recursive definitions, no par-
ticular fixpoint semantics is always the best.
In parallel with the definition of well-defined fixpoints,
the well-defined prefixpoints (or postfixpoints) could be
defined by replacing FIX({) with PRE({) (or POST({)) and
the least fixpoint with the least prefixpoint (or least
postfixpoint), respectively. Since 0 is always the least
prefixpoint, it follows immediately from definition that the
well-defined prefixpoint is in fact the least prefixpoint. Even
though the least fixpoint and the least postfixpoint are iden-
tical as stated in Proposition 3.1, the well-defined fixpoint
and the well-defined postfixpoint need not be the same as
demonstrated in the following example.
Example 3.5. Consider the following recursive defini-
tion over D, where D=[|, a, ...],
F(x) o {[F](x) : h(x) OR F(x),
where [h(x)]=[|, a] for every x # D. It is straightforward
to show that { is monotonic. Obviously, the least
postfixpoint, the least fixpoint, and the well-defined fixpoint
are all identical to h. However, the well-defined postfixpoint
f is obviously defined as [ f (x)]=[a] for every x # D.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the structural properties of
the set of fixpoints for the class of nondeterministic recursive
definitions.
We have strengthened the results in [2] by proving that
monotonicity is a sufficient condition for the existence of
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the minimal, least, maximal, C=-related, optimal, and well-
defined fixpoints (or prefixpoints). Furthermore, it was
pointed out that monotonicity is insufficient to guarantee
the existence of the greatest fixpoint, greatest prefixpoint,
and greatest postfixpoint. For a monotonic nondeter-
ministic recursive definition, its greatest fixpoint (or
prefixpoint) exists if and only if its set of fixpoints (or
prefixpoints) is C=-related. In contrast to the case of deter-
ministic recursive definitions, where the optimal fixpoint is
always the best fixpoint semantics, we have observed that
some nondeterministic recursive definitions have their well-
defined fixpoint better than their optimal fixpoint and vice
versa. Thus, we conjecture that no particular fixpoint
semantics is always the best for the class of nondeterministic
recursive definitions.
We have found that there is a very close resemblance
between the structural properties of the set of fixpoints and
those of the set of prefixpoints, and we have established
many equality relationships between various fixpoints and
their corresponding prefixpoints. The major relationships
are: the optimal fixpoint and the optimal prefixpoint are
identical; the set of maximal fixpoints and the set of maxi-
mal prefixpoints are equal; the existence of either the
greatest fixpoint or the greatest prefixpoint implies the exist-
ence of the other and their identity; the set of fixpoints is C=-
related if and only if the set of prefixpoints is C=-related; the
set of C=-related fixpoints is included by the set of C=-related
prefixpoints; the set of C=-related fixpoints (or prefixpoints)
is equal to the set of fixpoints (or prefixpoints) which are
lower bounds of all maximal fixpoints (or prefixpoints).
One application of these relationships is on the verification
of properties of fixpoints. However, apart from the identity
between the least fixpoint and the least postfixpoint, we
have only disclosed some nonequality relationships between
other fixpoints and their corresponding postfixpoints. We
believe this situation is mainly due to the fact that
(2D"<, C=) has a bottom element but not a top element,
and that the lub operation over C=-related sets is not closed
in POST({) as illustrated in Example 2.1.
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